Abstract. In order to improve capacity of BP neural networks and make short term credit evaluation of small and middle enterprises forecasting more accurate and fast, presents a credit model-based the ACO neural network. Based on the analysis of the importance of credit and according to the demands of credit evaluation of small and middle enterprises, uses ACO algorithm to train neural network. And then this network model is applied to credit evaluation system of small and middle enterprises. Finally, using training samples and test samples,can detect the ant colony neural network. The result demonstrates that the ACO neural network has strong generalization ability than those of the traditional BP neural network method, and that application of credit evaluation system of small and middle enterprises has very high accuracy rate.
Introduction
Artificial neural network from the origin to the present, no substantive progress on the connection weights of the problems in the research on the process . Then BP neural network is put forward, and provides a method to solve this problem.In the present stage in the field of artificial neural network , the application of BP neural network is still the most extensive. But it also has some shortcomings, the training time is long, easy to fall into local minimum.
Genetic algorithm with global searching ability, can effectively avoid the problem of BP neural network into a local optimal. Using the method of genetic algorithm and BP neural network combination, try to analyze the genetic algorithm to optimize the network structure and parameters. By modifying the initial values and parameters know which genetic algorithm to a certain degree of improvement stability and high efficiency of the neural network , can be optimized for the original algorithm.
Neural network
BP (Back Propagation) network is a group of scientists led by Rumelhart and McCelland put forward in 1986 , is a kind of error back-propagation algorithm for training multilayer feed-forward network, its learning rule is to use the method of steepest descent, to constantly adjust the network weight value and threshold value by back propagation, make the network and the minimum sum of square error. BP neural network is mainly composed of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and one output layer, the mutual connection between the layers of neurons, but between each layer between the neurons are not connected relationship.
The learning process of the BP neural network model composed of by two parts,forward and backward .In the forward process of communication, information from the input layer through the middle hidden layer to the output layer weighted propagation, in the output layer to obtain the input of the network response, output value by comparing the function calculation and target output value, if there are errors, error back propagation along the route before the return, i.e., from the output layer after each intermediate the hidden layer to adjust the connection weights, finally back to the output layer, to reduce the error, with the neural network error reverse spread to revise the weights continuously, the entire network accuracy of input information in response to natural also improved.
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The credit evaluation index system of enterprise
In the credit evaluation system, the research of domestic and foreign enterprises on the basis of analysis of the complementary, in accordance with the basic principles of the evaluation index system, combined with the characteristics of credit evaluation of SMEs in China or the actual situation, in this paper from executive ability t1,the operator performance t2,the scale of the enterprise t3,the level of enterprise management t4,the level of technical equipment of enterprises t5,reputation t6,debt paying ability t7,profitability t8,operation ability t9,the innovation input material t10,the innovation of financial resources t11,the innovation of the,human input t12,innovation effect t13,product sales forecasting t14 , market forecast t15,construct the credit evaluation index system of small and medium sized enterprises(SME).Both benefit index and cost index,, can objectively reflect the enterprise credit.The evaluation object are not uniform metrics between each index , and to quantify the qualitative index and quantitative index standardization. The small and medium-sized enterprise credit evaluation index system as shown in table 1. Table 1 credit evaluation index system of SME Indexes The basic quality of enterprise managers（t1）
The operator performance（t2）
The scale of the enterprise（t3） The level of enterprise management（t4） The level of technical equipment of enterprises（t5） Reputation（t6） Debt paying ability（t7） Profitability（t8） Operation ability（t9） The innovation input material（t10） The innovation of financial resources（t11） The innovation of the,human input（t12）
Innovation effect （t13） Product sales forecasting（t14）
Market forecast（t15）
Ant colony algorithm to optimize the neural network model
Ant colony algorithm is a kind of bionic optimization of the emerging field of evolutionary algorithms, ant colony algorithm makes full use of the ant colony selection, update and coordination mechanism, to find the shortest path to food through the exchange of information between individuals, that is to find the optimal solution., Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) is an intelligence-optimized algorithm coming from the illumination of food-seeking behavior by ants based on the shortest route of foraging. Ants can find the optimal path between nest and food through a continuous iteration and update. Ants will release some pheromone in current path when they are in the process of finding a path. If the path is longer, lower pheromone will be released. When tripping over obstacles, ants will choose a path randomly. The probability of choose a path is determined by the concentration of information on this path. The pheromone is volatile; as time goes by, the pheromone concentration on the optimal path will be getting more and more, and eventually the entire ant colony will find the optimal path.
The ant colony algorithm is typically applied in traveling salesman problem (TSP). The traveling salesman needs to go through all cities and returns to the starting city, and looks for the shortest path. In addition, each city is allowed only to pass once, except for the starting city two times repeated, other cities do not repeat. If m ants are randomly placed into n cities, each ant should comply with the following rules:
Single ant will release pheromone according to the length of the path and select the next path ① with corresponding probability.
Each ant can not select the path that has gone for the next path in this cycles,wh ② ich means ants have memory function when ant complete a cycle, the pheromone will be updated according to the following formula:
where  is the volatile factor, 
is the pheromone increment between city i and city j from time t to time
is the ant k 's released pheromone between city i and city j from time t to time n t  , its expression is:
where Q is a constant, K L is the total length of the ant moved in this cycle.
When ants complete a cycle, record the optimal path, and repeat the above process until the predetermined iteration times, then come to the final optimal path.
Get the optimal solution by using ant algorithm colony to assign weights and thresholds of neural network, the weights using gradient descent method for neural network for further correction.So as to achieve the purpose of optimization of neural network.
Empirical Analyses
(1) data acquisition and evaluation standard design Evaluation criteria shown in Table 2 . （0.2,4 ） （0,0.2 ） Calculation of 500 samples are generated by a rigorous mathematical model at all levels of evaluation standard, 100 samples are generated between each of the two evaluation criteria, randomly selected 450 of them as training samples,the remaining 50 to test the neural network.
(2) The model training and results analysis The network structure is: the number of network input layer neurons number index depends on the evaluation, is set to 15, the number of hidden neurons is set to 10, the output layer is 1, namely the assessment results. Firstly, the BP algorithm is used for training, learning step is 5, the weight convergence factor is 0.0001, the error convergence factor of 0.00001, hidden layer and output layer activation function for the nonlinear sigmoid function. Connection number m =75 of the network, ant colony algorithm parameters Q=0.7, S=30, Q, =100. Neural network Pi parameters for the random number between -10 to 10, N=40.
To train and test the network using continuous target, the normalized raw data,now the evaluation of network application of the trained in 7 for comments, seethe network output and the evaluation results in table 2. If using the traditional BP algorithm to train network to achieve similar accuracy requires about 10000 times, the results show that the accuracy of the application based on Ant Colony Neural Network in credit evaluation of SMEs has the higher, faster convergence speed and network. Table 4 ) we can see that the ant colony neural network learning times is far less than the BP neural network, its convergence speed is faster, higher operation efficiency. 
Conclusion
The dual advantages of artificial neural network based on ACO algorithm with ant colony algorithm and artificial neural network, the network has higher convergence rate and strong ability to learn. Examples show that, the neural network model based on ant colony algorithm has a higher classification capability, able to draw more fair, fair evaluation results, the evaluation model of small and medium-sized enterprises credit evaluation is feasible, and can be directly used this model to evaluate, thereby reducing the evaluation workload, reduce the subjectivity of evaluation, to improve the rationality of the evaluation results .
